• Inverse problem:
• Standard questions min Ω∈U j(Ω).
1. Choice of U, including non-regular shapes, for existence of optimal shape? 2. Numerical computation of such optimal shapes? (Discretization?)
II. Our continuous setting
Major tool: Hausdorff distance between sets of R Exists at least one optimal shape Ω (May be wild set!) Question: numerical approximation of such optimal shapes ??
IV. The discrete problems (finite elements)
• Discrete admissible shapes
1. conforming approximation space
-Typeset by FoilT E X V. Precise results Sketch of proofs
Ingredients for the control problem!
• Theo.1
Any of its accumulation points is a minimizer of j.
No uniqueness for j: some minimizers might escape -Typeset by FoilT E X
VI.Conclusion
• compliance, easy to generalize. Takẽ
• convergence of min j straightforward,
• convergence of optimal shapes for the Hausdorff topology up to subsequences,
• methodology, second order elliptic equation,
• generalization ofSvérak??
Needs part of Mosco convergence only: N = 2?, less than γ-conv?
• Non-conforming finite element methods?
• Dirichlet b.c..
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